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Abstract

Search engines provide search results based on a large
repository of pages downloaded by a web crawler from sev-
eral servers. To provide best results, this repository must be
kept as fresh as possible, but this can be difficult due to the
large volume of pages involved and to the fact that polling
is the only method for detecting changes.

In this paper, we explore and compare several alterna-
tives for keeping fresh repositories that involve some degree
of cooperation from servers.

1. Introduction

Search engines keep an index based on pages down-
loaded from the web by a robot or crawler. As the num-
ber of publicly available web pages increases, the problem
of keeping this index up-to-date with changes is more diffi-
cult [18], and usually an important proportion of the index
is outdated [25].

Web crawlers can use an important amount of network
and processor resources from web servers, specially if they
don’t follow existing rules of “good behavior” [15]. Web
crawlers tend to visit many more pages than humans and
are believed to account for at least 16% of the requests [20].
Many of the requests are to unmodified resources, and can
be avoided if the server cooperates with the crawler.

There are several things that a webmaster can do to im-
prove the representation of a web site on the search engine’s
index and to prevent unnecessary visits from crawlers. In
this paper, we show some existing techniques and propose
new ones.

The next section outlines previous work in this area,
Section 3 presents the cooperation schemes and Section 4
is about how to evaluate them in terms of cost. Section 5
presents some concluding remarks.

2. Previous Work

In this paper, we only study the cooperation between
web servers and crawlers, not between crawlers: this issue
is studied in [19] and [11].

There are several methods for keeping mirrors (replicas)
of information services they include RSYNC [27], that gen-
erates a series of fingerprints for “chunks” of data, and CTM
[13] that is a method for sending differences via e-mail.

A specific proposal for pushing last-modification data to
web crawlers is presented in [12]. A more general Internet
notification system was presented in [7]. A proposal that
uses a series of files containing descriptions of web pages,
was presented in [6].

Extensions to HTTP that use differences of content and
compression to significantly reduce the total transfer time
of web pages when using proxies were analyzed in [21].

DASL [24], the WebDAV searching and locating proto-
col, is a proposed extension that will allow searching the
web server using an HTTP query with certain extensions,
but neither the query syntax nor the query semantics are
specified by the protocol.

3. Cooperation schemes

The standard HTTP transaction in which a web crawler
fetches a page from a web server is shown in Figure 1. Note
that meta data (information about the page) is downloaded
along with the data.

The cooperation schemes we are going to study in this
paper can be divided in two main groups: interrupt and
polling. A crawler may use one of them or a combina-
tion of different schemas.In the interrupt (or push) schemes,
the web server begins a transaction with the search engine
whenever it is necessary. This is similar to the relationship
between the main processor and a hardware device (network
card, scanner, etc.) in a modern computer.In the polling (or
pull) schemes, the search engine periodically requests data
from the web server, based on search engine policies.
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Figure 1. Without cooperation, the web
crawler issues a request and then downloads
the web page and the meta-data together.

The schemes studied in this paper are summarized in Ta-
ble 1.

Transfered data Interrupt version Polling version
Meta-data Notify updates Serve meta-data
Differences Send differences Serve differences
Pages Send changed Serve if-modified
Batches Send batch Serve multi-pages
Site Send entire site Serve entire site
Mixed Remote agent Filtering interface

Table 1. Summary of the cooperation
schemes analyzed in this paper. All of
them have two versions: interrupt (push) and
polling (pull).

Before we get into the details of each scheme, there are
some issues we must mention that are, in some sense, or-
thogonal to the scheme used:

Compression can be used for decreasing transmission
cost at the expense of using more processing power on the
server side.

Privacy issues. In practice when using a web crawler it
is not uncommon to download files that were linked by mis-
take; we have even found complete plain-text password files
while crawling!.

Index update capabilities are very reduced in global-
scale web search engines: constraints in terms of disk space
are the most important limitation.

Search engine “spamming” occurs whenever web
server administrators try to get undeserved high rat-
ings in the search engines.

Structure and HTML markup used in a website af-
fects the visibility of its pages by search engine crawlers
[23].

3.1. Interruption-based cooperation

The search engine must subscribe with the web server to
start receiving these notifications.

Send meta-data of updates: The update notification is
sent whenever there is one or several updates on the web
server. Examples: the Keryx notification service, developed
in the apogee of push-based content delivery in 1997 [7],
Fresh Flow [12].

Send differences of content: Whenever an event hap-
pens, the web server sends a file containing the difference
between the last version and the current one. Examples:
CTM [13], based on electronic mail and the patch [29]
program.

Send changed pages. The web server sends the com-
plete text of all updated pages or new pages when modifi-
cations are made. Examples: this was typical in push tech-
nologies [14],

Send multi-pages updates. The web server sends
batches of modified pages according to a schedule de-
fined by the web server. This can be useful if the up-
dates are regular and involve several pages; for example, in
the website of a daily or weekly newspaper.

Send entire site. The web server sends the entire site.
This is useful, for instance, for uploading an entire web site
when the site is publicly available for the first time.

Remote agent. The web server executes software pro-
vided by the search engine, that includes instructions to
identify important pages for the search engine, and to de-
tect changes in those pages that are relevant for the search
engine. This is a typical application for a mobile agent [16].
Also, this software can help the search engine to fetch data
from “near” servers, as proposed in [26].

3.2. Polling-based cooperation

Serve meta-data of updates. A file containing last-
modification data -and probably file size- is served. This
file should contain a description of many pages on the web
site. In the case of single files, the HTTP protocol pro-
vides HEAD requests, and multiple HEAD requests can be
pipelined, but this is not as good as serving a single, con-
cise file. Examples: the distribution and replication proto-
col (DRP) [28]. In [6], files containing information about
changes are served. In RDF [17], there is the possibility of
informing time-related data about the resources. In Web-
DAV [30], the PROPFINDmethod allows to query for prop-
erties of documents, and the proposedBPROPFINDmethod
allows to query for properties of groups of documents.

Serve differences of content. The web server provides
a series of differences between a base version and newer
versions. Examples: HTTP Delta responses proposed in
[21] that use the content-encoding field of HTTP re-
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Figure 2. Diagrams of several schemes of cooperation. The arrow between the Web crawler “C” and
the Web server “S” represents who initiates the connection. The small, white circle represents meta-
data and the large, gray circle represents the contents of the page.

sponses; also in many cases, source code for popular free
software can be updated using the patch [29] program.
Differences in terms of structural changes in the links, can
be encoded using tables as in WHOWEDA [5].

Serve pages only if modified. The web crawler can
avoid downloading a file if it has not been modified. This
can be done providing the date or the last visit, or an entity-
tag (E-Tag): a fingerprint identifying the text of the doc-
ument. Examples: HTTP/1.1 [10] If-Modified-Since head-
ers, used by a minority of crawlers [6], but supported by
most web servers.

Serve multiple pages on one request. The overhead as-
sociated with multiple requests can be avoided by request-
ing a series of pages in one request. Examples: this is de-
fault in HTTP/1.1 [10] “Keep-Alive”; in this case, pipelin-
ing of the requests can also be used.

Serve entire site. As latency is a very important com-
ponent in web page transfers, specially in the case of many
small files with many changes. Examples: Linux distribu-
tions are usually distributed in whole CD-sized images.

Filtering interfaces. The web servers provide a standard
method of answering queries from the crawler, such as “give
me all the pages that have changed since this date”. A pow-

erful filtering interface could also include requests for dif-
ferences, page sizes or local importance. Examples: DASL
for searching web servers [24], RSYNC [27] for mirroring
content, CIP (Common Indexing Protocol) [3, 4, 2]; a gen-
eral framework for this are Web Services [9].

Some of the methods we have shown can be described
with diagrams as in Figure 2.

4. Cost analysis

4.1. Costs for the web server

We will consider per-page costs and benefits.

� �: Benefit for the web server from a page-view.

� ��: Network cost for serving one page: bandwidth cost.

� ��: Processing cost for serving one page: servers cost.

We should have � � �����, otherwise, the server would
not be able to pay the operation costs, however, some web
sites are financed by revenues from other sources. Also, in
general �� � ��.
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Strategy Network Processing Processing Freshness
cost (server) (crawler) improvement

Send meta-data of updates + + High
Send differences of content – – + + + High
Send changed pages – + High
Send batch update + + High
Send entire site in one file + + + High
Remote agent – – + + – High
Serve meta-data of updates + + Normal
Serve differences of content – – + + + Normal
Serve pages only if modified – Normal
Serve many pages in one request – Normal
Serve entire site in one file + + + Normal
Filtering interface – – + + – High

Table 2. Relative costs of server cooperation schemes analyzed in this paper, against the base case
where no cooperation exists: + means more cost, – means less cost. The right column is the ex-
pected benefit in terms of freshness.

Estimates: We cannot measure these quantities, but we
can make some estimates: as of June 2003, the cost-per-
click of an advertising campaign on the Web is about US$
0.05, so probably � � ����. On the other end having a
web server costs about US$ 10 for 5 gigabits of traffic,
or 625Mb; if each page is 40Kb on average, it is enough
for 15,000 page-views; notice that network bandwidth is
usually “overbooked” in popular virtual servers, probably
by a factor or 2 or 3, so a rough estimate of the cost is:
�� � �� � �����.

This means that if we only account for web server us-
age, serving a web page costs at most ���� of the benefit,
and this is probably the main explanation for the huge suc-
cess of the world wide web as a platform for publishing in-
formation. The main source of cost when keeping a large
website is not the web hosting, but rather the cost of pro-
ducing and maintaining the contents.

In Table 2 we provide a rough estimation of relative costs
associated with these cooperation schemes. Network band-
width savings are the product of not dealing with unnec-
essary requests from the crawlers, and costs, from sending
more than is necessary. Processing costs involve keeping
meta-data, calculating differences, etc. Benefits arise from
increased freshness on the web search engine.

Which is the best strategy for the web server ? This
will depend on the price the web server is willing to pay; if
this is minor, then using server software that correctly im-
plements HTTP/1.1 is the best option. If the price is mod-
erate, then serving and sending meta-data of updates is the
best option. If the server wishes to invest more resources, it
can benefit from providing content differences and/or a fil-
tering interface for the crawlers.

4.2. Costs for the crawler

The main costs for the crawler for each page are: polling
or receiving and interrupt, downloading and processing
pages.

The freshness of the repository is higher in interrupt-
based strategies. The costs for the crawler are summarized
in Table 2. Network cost for the crawler is the same as for
the server.

Which is the best strategy for the crawler ? A remote
agent or filtering interface can help to distribute the work-
load of the search engine, specially if servers cooperate in
pre-processing documents or in generating partial indexes.

The extreme case of using an agent is when the web
server generates the (partial) inverted index and then sends
it to the search engine, that only needs to perform a merge.
In this case, the crawling problem is simplified, and turns
into polling or pushing of indexes.

4.3. Overall cost

It is very important to consider that not all web servers
are equal, and the distribution of “quality” on the web is, by
all measures, very skewed, so the search engine should try
to get the most important and larger web servers to cooper-
ate first.

Note that by inspecting Table 2, it is clear that all the
schemes that do not require extra cost for the web server
are already implemented in HTTP.

Difference-based schemes are useful if normal clients
can benefit from them -not only the web crawlers, but also
the general public using enabled browsers or cache services.
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If the request-response paradigm is enforced strictly, then
the only scheme that can provide high benefits in terms of
freshness is a filtering interface.

5. Concluding remarks

How probable is the wide adoption of cooperation
strategies ? Web site administrators can provide coopera-
tion if it is not so costly and means an important benefit for
them. This benefit should come mainly in terms of exposi-
tion on the web search engines. We consider that the reduc-
tions on load for the web server are probably not enough
by themselves to justify the adaption of a cooperation strat-
egy.

With the emergence of web services, filtering strategies
could be an interesting possibility for the near future, as they
can help crawlers and other autonomous agents to interact
with web servers at a more meaningful level, bringing the
networked nature of the web one step further.
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